
                    POWER ATTACKS 
Power attacks are special attacks available to certain models. Those 

available to non-warjack models are described in their special rules.  
Warjacks can make power attacks as follows: 

All warjacks: head-butt, push, and slam. 

Heavy Warjacks: trample. 

Warjacks with at least one non-crippled Open Fist: Headlock/ 

weapon lock and throw. 

Warjacks with two non-crippled Open Fists: double-hand throw. 

A warjack must spend  1 focus to make a power attack.  

Cannot make a power attack as part of a charge.  

Power attacks are melee attacks with a 1/2” melee range. 

Power attack and damage rolls can be boosted. 

PUSH 

Automatically hits, no damage.  

Both models roll a d6 and add their current STR. 

If target model’s total is greater, nothing happens. 

If attacker’s total is greater or equal, target model is pushed 1” 

directly away from the attacker. The attacker can directly advance 
toward pushed model.  

Pushed models suffer terrain penalties and stop if they contact 

obstacles, obstructions, or another model. They are not subject to 

free strikes. 

HEAD-BUTT 

A model cannot head butt a model with a larger base. 

Target model is knocked down if hit.  

Damage roll = 2d6 + attacker’s current STR, can be boosted. 

HEADLOCK/ WEAPON LOCK 

Declare which open fist is making the attempt and target location.  

Knocked down models cannot be locked. 

If the attack hits, targeted location is locked.  

Headlock/ weapon lock attacks do not cause damage.  

A model maintaining a lock, or a model in a lock cannot make 

special attacks.  

The locked warjack must attempt to break free during its activa-

tion. It cannot use the location locked to make attacks.  

Neither model can advance or be pushed while involved in a lock.  

A model can voluntarily release a lock it is maintaining at any time 

during its activation. Locks are automatically broken if: 

An effect causes either model to move or be placed; 

Either model is knocked down; 

Either model become incorporeal; 

The attacker becomes stationary; 

The weapon system maintaining the lock is crippled; 

Either model is destroyed or removed from play. 

SLAM 
A model must have both its normal movement and action available in order 

to make a slam power attack.  

Cannot slam if there are any effects that prevent a model from charging 
other than rough terrain. Knocked down models cannot be moved by a 

slam power attack.  

Attacking model turns to directly face and moves at SPD+3” directly 

toward its target. 

Must end movement within melee range or it is a failed attack; acti-

vation ends immediately.  

If attacking model has moved at least 3”, it makes a melee attack 

against its target. A model that attempts to slam a model with a larger 

base suffers –2 to its attack roll.  

Attacking model cannot change facing.  

BEING SLAMMED 

A slammed model is moved d6” directly away from the attacker and 

knocked down.   

Smaller based models slam 1/2 the distance rolled. 

Move at 1/2 rate through rough terrain, suffer any damaging effects, 

and stops if it contacts an obstruction, obstacle or model with an 

equal or larger base.  

If slammed model contacts a model with an equal size base or moves 

through a model with a smaller base, that model is knocked down and 
suffers collateral damage.  

SLAM DAMAGE 

Apply after movement and knockdown effects.  

2d6 + attacker’s current STR. Can be boosted.  

Add an additional die if the target contacted a model with an equal or 

larger base, obstacle or obstruction.  

TRAMPLE 

A model must have both its normal movement and action available in order 

to make a trample power attack.  

Cannot trample if there are any effects that prevent a model from charging 
other than rough terrain.  

Choose direction and turn to face that direction. Does not change 

facing during trample.  

Model moves at SPD +3” in a straight line through small based mod-

els. Must be enough room for trampling model’s base at end of 
movement. Trample stops if it contacts a model with equal or larger 

base, obstacle, or obstruction.  

After movement, trampling model makes individual melee attacks 

against each small based model it contacted. These attacks are simul-
taneous.  

Resolve free strikes after resolving all trample attacks. Models con-

tacted do not make free strikes.  

Models that are able to move or attack as a result of a trample are 

resolved at the end of the trample.  

Damage is resolved as 2d6 + current STR of trampling model. Can 

be boosted. 

THROW 

A model cannot throw a model with a larger base. 

Both models roll a d6 and add their current STR.  

If the target model’s result is greater, it resists being thrown.  

If the attacker’s result is equal or greater, target model is thrown.  

BEING THROWN 

Choose a direction away from the attacker for the target to be thrown. 

Measure distance from target equal to 1/2 attacker’s STR. Add 1’ for 

a large base throwing a small base model.  

Roll deviation direction d6 and d3 for distance. Deviation cannot be 

more than 1/2 distance between thrown model and intended point of 

impact.  

Move thrown model directly away from current location. Moves over 

smaller based models and does not contact them, and is not affected 

by rough terrain and obstacles.  

Thrown model stops if contacts obstruction or model with equal or 

larger base. That model is knocked down and suffers collateral dam-
age. 

Thrown model is knocked down and suffers a damage roll.  

If target model cannot be knocked down, it must still forfeit its move-

ment or action if it activates later in the same turn.   

THROW DAMAGE 

Apply after movement and knockdown effects. 

2d6+ attacker’s current STR. Can be boosted.  

Add an additional die if the target contacted an obstruction or a model 

with an equal or larger base.  

DOUBLE-HAND THROW 

A model cannot throw a model with a larger base. 

Target model rolls a d6, attacker rolls 2d6, and add their current STR. 

If the target model’s result is greater, it resists being thrown.  

If the attacker’s result is equal or greater, target model is thrown.  

Target model can be thrown the same as a Throw (above), or at another 

model in LOS.  

Model being thrown does not block LOS.  

Throw distance is equal to 1/2 attacker’s current STR. Add 1” for a 

large base throwing a small base.  
If target is in range, make a melee attack roll.  

On a hit, move thrown model directly towards target. This throw does 

not deviate and is not considered an attack against that model.  

On a miss, resolve deviation the same as Being Thrown from the 

center of target model’s base.  

If the target is beyond throw distance, resolve deviation from maxi-

mum throw distance. 

Resolve damage from a double hand throw the same as Throw attacks 

and damage.  

COLLATERAL DAMAGE If a model is contacted by a thrown or slammed model with an equal or larger-

sized base, it is knocked down and suffers a damage roll equal to 2d6 + the attacker’s current STR. Collateral 

damage is not considered to be caused by an attack or model, and cannot be boosted, and is simultaneous with 
the throw or slam.  

FALLING A model that is slammed, thrown, pushed, or otherwise moves off an elevated surface to another 

surface at least 1 full inch lower falls. A falling model is knocked down and suffers a damage roll of 2d6 + 10 + 

d6 for every 3” after the first (rounded up). Models contacted by a falling model suffer collateral damage. 
All damage resulting from the fall is simultaneous.  



                         Crippling Warjack Systems 

Arc Node, (A): Model loses Arc Node advantage.  

Cortex, (C): Model loses any  focus points and cannot be 

allocated or spend focus points for any reason.  

Movement, (M): Model cannot run or charge and base 

DEF is 7.  

Arm or Head Weapon System, (L, R, H): Model rolls one 

less die on attack and damage rolls for weapons in the crip-

pled location. Crippled weapons cannot make power, spe-

cial, or chain attacks. Crippled Shields and Bucklers lose 

their ARM bonus.  

Field Generator, (G): Model cannot spend focus to re-

move damage from its force field damage track or perform 

abilities granted by the field generator. 

When a warjack is destroyed replace the model with a wreck 

marker. This marker provides cover and is rough terrain. Any 

effects on the warjack immediately expire.  

                             Cavalry Rules 
TALL IN THE SADDLE- Models ignore intervening models 

with smaller bases when making melee and charge attacks.  

RIDE-BY ATTACK (Order)- Model makes a full advance 

and halts at any point to make its combat action. Resolve any 

end of action effects, after which it can resume its movement. 

Resolve any end of movement effects. A cavalry trooper must 

receive the order and complete its movement and action before 

the next model in its unit activates.  

MOUNT- A Mount has a melee range of 1/2”. Attack and 

damage rolls cannot be boosted. Damage roll is 2d6 + POW of 

the mount. Normally a mount can only be used to make im-

pact attacks.  

CAVALRY CHARGE (Order)- If a cavalry model has 

moved at least 3” it may stop and make impact attacks with its 

Mount against all models in the Mount’s melee range. Impact 

attacks are simultaneous. After resolving impact attacks the 

model continues its charge movement and cannot make any 

more impact attacks. If the target model is not in melee range 

at the end of movement, the charge fails. If the charge target is 

the first model contacted, the charging model can make an 

impact attack against it. If the charging model did not move at 

least 3”it must stop its movement and makes no impact attacks. 

A cavalry model that charges gets +2 to charge attack rolls. 

Impact attacks do not get this bonus.  

LIGHT CAVALRY– Light cavalry models can make initial 

and additional attacks with its mount. Light cavalry models 

cannot make ride-by or impact attacks. After a solo or all mod-

els in the unit complete their activation, the model/ unit can 

advance up to 5”. 

AOE (Area of Effect)- A successful attack is a direct hit and 

the target model suffers a full damage roll. If an AOE attack 

misses or is out of range, then roll deviation;1d6 for direction, 

and 1d6 for distance in inches. Center the template on target 

model in range or directly towards target model at the maximum 

range of the weapon. 

Deviation distance can never be more than 1/2 the distance 

between the attacker and its target if it is in range, and never 

more than 1/2 of the RNG of the attack if it is out of range 

of the target. Do not round the distance.  

Models under the template are hit by the attack. Blast dam-

age is determined as 2d6+1/2POW, and damage can be 

boosted individually. AOE attacks are simultaneous attacks.  

Spray Attacks- Center the  template on target model and de-

termine which models can be hit. Spray attack ranges cannot be 

modified.   

Make a separate attack roll for every model under the tem-

plate.  

Attack and damage rolls can be boosted individually.  

Spray attacks do not suffer the penalty for target in melee 

and do not roll to hit another model in melee outside the 

template.  

Spray attacks ignore concealment, cover, stealth, and inter-

vening models.  

Models hit by a spray attack are directly hit, resolve damage 

normally.  

A spray attack is a simultaneous attack.  

Magic– A Warcaster can cast spells at any time during its acti-

vation but cannot interrupt its movement or action. Spells must 

have LOS to target. A warcaster that forfeits its movement and/

or action can still cast spells. 

                                   TERRAIN MODIFIERS 

Open Terrain– No movement penalty.  

Rough Terrain– Move at 1/2 SPD.  

Obstacle– 2” of movement to climb. No penalty to descend. +2 DEF 

vs. melee attacks.  

Linear Obstacle-  No movement penalty. Must have enough move-

ment to move completely past Linear obstacle. Cannot stand on top of 

Linear Obstacle. Cannot charge across a Linear Obstacle. Provides 

Concealment or Cover.  

Forest– Move at 1/2 SPD. Provides concealment. No LOS >3” to 

target.  

Hill– No movement penalty. Provides elevation.  

Shallow Water– Move at 1/2 SPD.  

Deep Water– Impassable terrain. Cannot be voluntarily entered.  

Cannot begin a charge or run while in Deep Water.  

Obstruction– 1”tall or greater, impassible. +2 DEF vs. melee attack 

rolls.  

Trenches– Earthwork fortification. No movement penalty. Provides 

cover to models completely within trench area. Models in the trench 

do not suffer blast damage unless the point of origin is in the same 

trench. 

                            Line of Sight (LOS) 
To determine if another model can see a target model to make an at-

tack (charge, ranged, and magic attacks), follow all steps in order.  

STEP 1- Draw a straight line from any part of the front arc of the 
attacking model to the target model. 

STEP 2- The line must not pass through terrain.  

STEP 3– The line must not pass over the base of an intervening model 
that has a base size equal to or larger than target model.  

STEP 4– The line must not pass over an effect that blocks LOS, such 

as a cloud effect. 

                                     ‘JACK MARSHALS 

Warjack must be in CMD range of jack marshal to receive one of the 

following benefits during its activation: 

Use its normal movement to run or charge. 

Make one additional attack during its combat action.  

Can boost one attack or damage roll. 

A ‘jack Marshal may also attempt to drive each warjack under its 
control and in its CMD range once per activation. If the CMD check 

fails, the warjack does not benefit from ‘jack marshal this turn.  

Back Strike +2 to attack roll 

Free Strike +2 to attack roll; boosted damage roll 

Intervening Terrain +2 DEF from obstacle or obstruction 

Knocked Down 

Target 

Melee attacks automatically hit a knocked 

down target. 

Stationary Target Melee attacks automatically hit a stationary  

target. 

                            MELEE ATTACK MODIFIERS 

           RANGED AND MAGIC ATTACK MODIFIERS 

Aiming  +2 to ranged attack roll 

Back Strike +2 to ranged and magic attack roll 

Cloud Effect A model inside cloud gains concealment 

Concealment +2 DEF vs. ranged and magic attacks 

Cover +4 DEF vs. ranged and magic attacks 

Elevated Target +2 DEF vs. ranged and magic attacks 

Elevated Attacker Ignore intervening models > 1” from target 

Knocked Down  Target has DEF 5 

Stationary Target Target has DEF 5 

Target in Melee -4 to attack rolls vs. ranged and magic  

attacks 
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